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Abstract

FRB 20220610A is a high-redshift fast radio burst (FRB) that has not been observed to repeat. Here, we present
rest-frame UV and optical Hubble Space Telescope observations of the field of FRB 20220610A. The imaging
reveals seven extended sources, one of which we identify as the most likely host galaxy with a spectroscopic
redshift of z= 1.017. We spectroscopically confirm three additional sources to be at the same redshift and identify
the system as a compact galaxy group with possible signs of interaction among group members. We determine the
host of FRB 20220610A to be a star-forming galaxy with a stellar mass of ≈109.7Me, mass-weighted age of
≈2.6 Gyr, and star formation rate (integrated over the last 100Myr) of ≈1.7 Me yr−1. These host properties are
commensurate with the star-forming field galaxy population at z∼ 1 and trace their properties analogously to the
population of low-z FRB hosts. Based on estimates of the total stellar mass of the galaxy group, we calculate a
fiducial contribution to the observed dispersion measure from the intragroup medium of ≈90–182 pc cm−3 (rest
frame). This leaves a significant excess of -

+515 272
122 pc cm−3 (in the observer frame); further observation will be

required to determine the origin of this excess. Given the low occurrence rates of galaxies in compact groups, the
discovery of an FRB in one demonstrates a rare, novel environment in which FRBs can occur. As such groups may
represent ongoing or future mergers that can trigger star formation, this supports a young stellar progenitor relative
to star formation.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Radio transient sources (2008); Galaxies (573); Interacting galaxies (802);
Galaxy groups (597)

1. Introduction

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are bright (≈10 mJy–100 Jy;
Ravi 2019; Hashimoto et al. 2022; Zhang 2023), millisecond-
duration radio bursts discovered at MHz–GHz frequencies.
Despite hundreds of FRBs detected to date (e.g., CHIME/FRB
Collaboration et al 2021; Petroff et al. 2022), many open
questions remain, such as the physical distinction between
FRBs that have been observed to repeat (“repeaters”; Spitler
et al. 2016; CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al 2019) and those
that have not (apparent “nonrepeaters”; Shannon et al. 2018;
CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al 2021). Additionally, the

progenitor systems and emission mechanisms for FRBs remain
poorly understood, though their bright, coherent radio emission
generally limits progenitor theories to radiation from compact
objects (see Platts et al. 2019 for a comprehensive review).
Alongside studies of FRB properties, a promising avenue to
decipher their progenitors is through detailed studies of their
host galaxy environments to understand their stellar origins
(analogous to host studies of transients observed at other
wavelengths such as supernovae and gamma-ray bursts; e.g.,
Bloom et al. 2002; Sullivan et al. 2006; Suzuki et al. 2012;
Schulze et al. 2021; Nugent et al. 2022). However, the majority
of FRBs have thus far been localized to ∼tens of arcminutes,
mainly by the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experi-
ment (CHIME; CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al 2021), mak-
ing routine identification of their host galaxies challenging.
Improvements in FRB experiments have enabled (sub)

arcsecond precision localizations (Chatterjee et al. 2017;
Law et al. 2018; Bannister et al. 2019; Marcote et al. 2020;
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Ravi et al. 2023a; Law et al. 2023). This degree of precision
allows for robust associations with host galaxies (Eftekhari &
Berger 2017), allowing for identification of their host stellar
population properties as observed in the rest-frame ultraviolet,
optical, and infrared (e.g., Tendulkar et al. 2017; Bannister
et al. 2019; Prochaska et al. 2019; Ravi et al. 2019; Heintz et al.
2020; Marcote et al. 2020; Fong et al. 2021; Bhandari et al.
2022, 2023; Niu et al. 2022; Ravi et al. 2022, 2022; Bhardwaj
et al. 2023; Eftekhari et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024; Law et al.
2023; Sharma et al. 2023), morphologies (Chittidi et al. 2021;
Mannings et al. 2021; Tendulkar et al. 2021; Xu et al. 2022;
Dong et al. 2024), and galactocentric offsets (Heintz et al.
2020; Mannings et al. 2021; Bhandari et al. 2022). The wealth
of information uniquely enabled by host associations can
provide strong constraints on FRB progenitor models via
precise redshifts (therefore, rest-frame burst properties such as
energetics) and properties of the local and global environments.
Indeed, the first such host population studies found that FRBs
occur in galaxies spanning a wide range of stellar population
properties (e.g., stellar mass, stellar population ages, star
formation rates, and metallicities). The majority are actively
star forming, with properties consistent with the field galaxy
population at comparable redshifts (Heintz et al. 2020;
Bhandari et al. 2022; Gordon et al. 2023; Law et al. 2023).
Notably, two FRBs have been localized to galaxy clusters
(Connor et al. 2023; Sharma et al. 2023), large collections of
galaxies that generally have a higher fraction of redder and
quiescent galaxies than the field (Balogh et al. 1998, 2004), and
another has been associated with a group of WISE×SCOS
galaxies (Rafiei-Ravandi et al. 2023). All three of these FRBs
in dense large-scale environments have been constrained to
z 0.3. While these hosts compose a small fraction of the total
population, they highlight the diversity of FRB host environ-
ments and set a precedent for the association of FRBs to large-
scale galactic structures.

Of the few dozen FRBs with redshifts determined from their
host galaxies, the large majority reside at relatively low
redshifts of z 0.5 (Ravi 2019; Bhandari et al. 2022; Ravi et al.
2023a; Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024; Law et al. 2023;
Lee-Waddell et al. 2023; Panther et al. 2023), primarily due to
the sensitivity of current FRB discovery experiments (e.g.,
CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al 2018; Ravi et al. 2023a).
Thus, the population of FRB environments closer to the peak of
cosmic star formation (z≈ 2; Madau & Dickinson 2014) is
virtually uncharted. FRBs at z 1 are expected to be influential
for several reasons. First, if FRB progenitors are dominated by
a population with a prompt timescale relative to star formation
(as some studies suggest, James et al. 2022a; Gordon et al.
2023; though see Zhang & Zhang 2022; Law et al. 2023), the
overall FRB rate should increase toward z≈ 2. Pertinently, as
the fraction of star-forming galaxies increases with redshift
(Whitaker et al. 2012), the localization of FRBs to quiescent
galaxies, even at these redshifts, would indicate a significant
contribution from a delayed (relative to star formation)
progenitor or formation channel. Second, FRB sight lines at
z 1 intersect longer stretches of the cosmic web, impacting
the observed dispersion measure (DM), the integrated column
density of electrons along the line of sight. Assuming FRBs
reside in similar environments at z∼ 1 as they do at z 0.5, the
contribution of the host galaxy to the observed overall DM is
expected to be smaller on average (as (1+ z)−1), thus serving
as cleaner probes of the baryonic content in the Universe. As

new facilities and sensitivity improvements to existing
experiments continue to come online (e.g., Ravi et al. 2023a;
Sanghavi et al. 2023), the prospects for detecting and localizing
FRBs to higher redshift will continue to improve.
The first such event, FRB 20220610A, was discovered in

2022 June with the Australian Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP; Hotan et al. 2021) by the Commensal
Real-Time ASKAP Fast-Transients collaboration (CRAFT;
Macquart et al. 2010; Ryder et al. 2023). To date,
FRB 20220610A is not known to repeat. Follow-up imaging
on the 8.2 m Very Large Telescope (VLT) revealed a “complex
host galaxy system” with three blended clumps. Spectroscopy
of these clumps indicated a redshift of z= 1.016± 0.002,
establishing FRB 20220610A as the highest confirmed redshift
FRB to date. The redshift also enabled a measurement of the
FRB burst energy; at ∼2× 1042 erg, it was ≈4× greater than
any other known FRB. The observed DM of FRB 20220610A
was commensurately large, at 1458 pc cm−3 (Ryder et al.
2023). However, in some cases, the inferred redshift from the
Macquart relation is higher than the observed redshift, resulting
in an “excess” of DM (Niu et al. 2022; Connor et al. 2023;
Simha et al. 2023). Despite its high redshift, FRB 20220610A
had a DM excess of ≈650 pc cm−3, which Ryder et al. (2023)
attributed to the host galaxy. Ryder et al. (2023) posited the
three clumps identified in the imaging may either represent a
single galaxy or a system comprising several interacting
galaxies. Due to the limited spatial resolution and sensitivity
of the ground-based imaging, they were unable to distinguish
between these scenarios.
In this Letter, we present Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

observations of the host galaxy system of FRB 20220610A and
its immediate environment, identifying the host galaxy for the
first time (Section 2). In Section 3, we detail the stellar
population properties, morphology, and light distributions of
the HST imaging of the host; we additionally characterize the
morphologies of the surrounding galaxies. We discuss the
implications of these results in Section 4, including comment-
ing on the nature of the DM excess, and we summarize and
conclude our analysis in Section 5. For all relevant calculations
in this work, we assume WMAP9 cosmology (Hinshaw et al.
2013).

2. Observations and Data Reduction

2.1. HST Observations

The host galaxy of FRB 20220610A was observed with the
HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) using the ultraviolet–visual
(UVIS) and infrared (IR) channels under Program GO-17277
(PI: Gordon). We obtained two orbits in each of the F606W
and F160W filters to probe the rest-frame ultraviolet and rest-
frame optical light, respectively. These observations total
5055 s in the F606W filter and 4824 s in the F160W filter.
We detail the observations in Table 1.
To avoid cosmic-ray contamination and obtain high-quality

pixel sampling to subsample the point-spread function (PSF),
we used a custom 6- and 8-point dither pattern for the F606W
and F160W images, as described in WFC3/ISR 2020-07
(Anderson 2020) and WFC3/ISR 2019-05 (Mack & Bajaj
2019), respectively. We increased the size of the WFC3/UVIS
pattern relative to the default pattern to dither over the fixed
pattern noise in the dark frames (see Rafelski et al. 2015). By
obtaining three exposures per orbit in F606W, we ensured the
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background was high enough (above 20e- per pixel) to avoid
using post-flash despite the degraded charge transfer efficiency
(CTE). We additionally placed the target on chip 2 close to the
readout region to minimize the effects of CTE. For the F160W
observations, we used SPAR50 with an NSAMP of 13 to
minimize persistence while maximizing sensitivity. We also
tied the orientations of the observations together to ensure
sufficient common background sources for alignment.

We retrieved the data from the Barbara A. Mikulski Archive
for Space Telescopes (MAST).17 We apply cosmic-ray
corrections and combine the raw images using AstroDriz-
zle (v.3.5.1) in DRIZZLEPAC (v.3.5.1) (Avila et al. 2015). We
perform relative astrometry to the VLT Rspecial-band image
(Ryder et al. 2023), which itself is tied to Gaia DR3 (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018), using TweakReg (v3.5.1)
and Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). For
F606W, we used 15 common sources to perform this
alignment, resulting in an astrometric uncertainty of 0 024.
For F160W, we used 22 sources in common, giving an
astrometric uncertainty of 0 054. Finally, we resampled the
images to improve resolution using a pixfrac of 0.8 and a
pixscale of 0.03 (0 03) and 0.06 (0 06) for the F606W and
F160W images, respectively. The host galaxy, as well as
several other surrounding sources, are clearly detected in both
filters. We further describe these in Section 3.1. We present the
F606W and F160W imaging in Figure 1.

2.2. Literature Data

We complement our HST data with those obtained in Ryder
et al. (2023). Specifically, we use the g- and Rspecial-band
imaging taken with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion
Spectrograph 2 (FORS2) mounted on the VLT (PI: Shannon,
Program 108.21ZF.001; Appenzeller et al. 1998); J- and
Ks-band imaging with the High Acuity Wide-field K-band
Imager (HAWK-I) on VLT (PI: Shannon, Programs
108.21ZF.006, 108.21ZF.005; Pirard et al. 2004); and V-, I-,
and Z-band imaging with the Deep Imaging Multi-Object
Spectrograph (DEIMOS) on the 10 m Keck II Telescope (PI:
Weisz, Program U028; Faber et al. 2003). The details of the
data reduction are in Ryder et al. (2023), and further details of
these observations are listed in Table 1. Additionally, we use
the two VLT/X-shooter spectra obtained by Ryder et al. (2023;
PI: Macquart, Program 105.204W.004; Vernet et al. 2011),
further detailed in Section 3.1 and the Appendix.

2.3. X-shooter Observations

We obtained an additional X-shooter spectrum on 2023
November 15 UTC (PI: Shannon, Program 108.21ZF.012) at a
position angle of 13° east of north to cover the locations of G1,
G6, and G7 (see Section 3.1) We reduce the data with the
Python Spectroscopic Data Reduction Pipeline (PypeIt;
Prochaska et al. 2020, 2020) following similar procedures to
Ryder et al. (2023) and establish the redshift of G6 at
z= 1.015. Further details are presented in Section 3.1 and the
Appendix.

Table 1
Observation Log of the Host and Surrounding Galaxies of FRB 20220610A

Date Facility/Instrument Filter Galaxy Magnitude Aλ Exp. Time Program ID
(AB mag) (mag) (s)

2022 Oct 2-4 UTC VLT/FORS2 g 1 24.66 ± 0.36 0.060 6000 108.21ZF.001
6 >25.9

2022 Sept 24 UTC Keck/DEIMOS V 1 24.61 ± 0.24 0.054 1050 U028
6 >24.3

2023 June 10 UTC HST/WFC3-UVIS F606W 1 24.89 ± 0.04 0.044 5055 GO-17277
2 25.34 ± 0.04
3 27.83 ± 0.28
4 25.65 ± 0.29
5 26.65 ± 0.29
6 25.98 ± 0.06
7 27.40 ± 0.17

2022 July 1 UTC VLT/FORS2 Rspecial 1 24.76 ± 0.25 0.038 2000 108.21ZF.001
6 24.32 ± 0.39

2022 Sept 24 UTC Keck/DEIMOS I 1, 6 >24.0 0.025 1050 U028
2022 Sept 24 UTC Keck/DEIMOS Z 1, 6 >24.5 0.021 1050 U028
2022 Sept 29 UTC VLT/HAWK-I J 1 23.02 ± 0.12 0.012 150 108.21ZF.006

6 24.32 ± 0.22
2023 April 26 UTC HST/WFC3-IR F160W 1 23.11 ± 0.01 0.008 4824 GO-17277

6 24.75 ± 0.13
2022 July 24 UTC VLT/HAWK-I Ks 1 22.85 ± 0.18 0.004 150 108.21ZF.005

6 >24.0

2022 July 29 UTC VLT/X-Shooter 1, 4/5 7200 105.204W.004
2022 Sept 23/24 UTC 1, 2 7548 105.204W.004
2023 Nov 15 UTC 1, 6, 7 5168 108.21ZF.012

Note. The details of observations used in this work including observation date, telescope and instrument, filter, exposure time, and program ID. The apparent
magnitudes are corrected for Galactic extinction, Aλ, following the Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) extinction law.

17 https://mast.stsci.edu/
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3. Results

3.1. Host Association and Identification of Multiple Galaxies
at z≈ 1

Ryder et al. (2023) identified a “complex host galaxy
system” in their ground-based imaging of FRB 20220610A.
They identified it as either one galaxy with three distinct
clumps or two to three separate galaxies potentially interacting
or even merging (their Figure 2). With the spatial resolution
and sensitivity afforded by HST, we find that the complex
identified in their imaging is in fact composed of at least five
extended sources, with two additional sources detected in the
vicinity that were not previously visible. We label these sources
numerically as 1–7, where G1 is the source coincident with the
FRB (68% confidence) and is clearly detected in both HST
filters. G2–G7 follow clockwise from G1 (Figure 1). We note
that all sources are clearly extended with respect to the
instrumental PSF, indicating that they are galaxies, except for
G7, which is impossible to distinguish from a pointlike source.
We note that G3 is not detected in the F606W imaging,
signifying that it is comparatively redder. We further note the
presence of faint extended emission between G1 and G5 in
both filters, possibly indicating a stream or sign of tidal
interaction.

We refine the analysis of Ryder et al. (2023) to assess the
true host galaxy of FRB 20220610A based on this HST
imaging. They determined a 99.99% probability of association
with “component (a)” (roughly, G1 here). We use the Bayesian
framework Probabilistic Association of Transients to their
Hosts (PATH; Aggarwal et al. 2021) to determine the
likelihood of association between the FRB and each of the
seven galaxies identified in the F606W imaging. PATH uses
the FRB localization; the galaxy’s sky position, half-light
radius, and apparent magnitude; and the FRB’s galactocentric
offset and probability that the host is undetected in the image,
P(U), which we assume to be 0 given the depth of the HST
imaging. PATH then provides the posterior of the probability

of association to the input list of galaxies, P(O|x), for which
higher values correspond to a higher certainty of association.
We use the F606W image for this analysis as it is most

proximate in wavelength to the observed r band, on which
PATH priors are calibrated. G1, the closest galaxy to the FRB,
has P(O|x)= 0.87. G6 is the next closest in proximity and has
P(O|x)= 0.11. All remaining galaxies have P(O|x)< 0.016. In
testing larger values of P(U) (from 0.1 to 0.9), we find a
negligible effect on the posteriors; thus, our assumption of
P(U)= 0 is well justified. We thus conclude that G1 is the most
likely host of FRB 20220610A and present the P(O|x) for each
of the seven galaxies in Table 2. We note in the less probable
case (by a factor of ≈8) that G6 is the true host, as the
spectroscopic redshift of G6 is commensurate with that of G1,
the FRB is at z≈ 1 regardless of its galaxy of origin. With
Source Extractor, we derive a position for G1 of
R.A.= 23h24m17 573, decl.=−33°30′49 725 (J2000) in the
F160W filter.
Finally, to determine the spectroscopic redshifts of the

galaxies in the system, we revisit the spectra taken by Ryder
et al. (2023) with VLT/X-shooter. These data were taken at
two position angles of 45° and 90° east of north and totaled
7200 and 7548 s of exposure, respectively. When overlaid on
the F160W image, the two slit orientations cover the locations
of G1, G2, G4, and G5 (Figure A1). Using the HST-determined
positions, we identify the [O II]λ3726, 3729Å doublet at the
expected locations of the galaxies. Unfortunately, the expected
location of the Hα emission line falls on a telluric sky line near
1.3 μm; while Hα is apparent in the 2D spectra (giving enough
confidence for a redshift; see Ryder et al. 2023), we cannot
reliably estimate its flux. However, based on the [O II] doublet,
we establish the redshifts of G1 and G2 at z= 1.017. As the
contributions of G4 and G5 are blended in the X-shooter
spectrum (they are not even clearly separated in our HST
imaging), we determine the redshift of the blended galaxies at
z= 1.016. Following a similar procedure with the 13° position
angle X-shooter spectrum we obtained, we establish the

Figure 1. HST/WFC3-UVIS F606W (left) and WFC3-IR F160W (right) imaging of the host galaxy of FRB 20220610A. The sensitivity and depth afforded by HST
reveals multiple galaxies, labeled clockwise G1–G7, where G1 is the most likely host galaxy. The FRB localization (orange ellipse, 68% confidence) is coincident
with G1. We annotate the image with the spectroscopic redshifts of G1, G2, G4, G5, and G6 from the X-shooter observations (published in Ryder et al. (2023) and in
this work, described in Section 3.1 and the Appendix) and denote the location of potential tidal tails between G1 and G5 evident in both filters. We smooth the F606W
image to achieve comparable resolution to the F160W image, which is unsmoothed.
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redshift of G6 as z= 1.015 and further confirm G1 at z= 1.017
through identification of the [O II] doublet. Further details on
the spectra and emission line identification for these galaxies
are presented in the Appendix.

The lack of detection of G3 in F606W, coupled with the
detection in F160W, is intriguing in the context of a high-
redshift origin. Indeed, if we interpret the red color to be
attributed to the 4000Å break, this results in a redshift range of
z≈ 0.5–2.7. However, with the present data we cannot rule out
the possibility that the reddening is due to a combination of
dust extinction or an older stellar population at a different
redshift.

3.2. PSF Modeling and GALFIT Analysis

To quantify the sizes and morphologies of the host and
surrounding galaxies in the HST images, as well as to determine
the presence of any substructure, we use the galaxy profile
modeling software GALFIT (v3.0.5; Peng et al. 2002, 2010). We
derive the empirical PSF of the HST images (a required input for
GALFIT) with the hst_wfc3_psf_modeling software pack-
age (Revalski 2022; Revalski et al. 2023), employing the

stellar option to allow a user-input star catalog. After
manually inspecting the images to select stars with clear Airy
disk structure for the PSF model, we use Source Extractor
to derive the star positions and input this catalog to the PSF
modeling code. For the F606W image, we use five stars,
resulting in a FWHM= 3.033 pixel PSF (0 091); for the
F160W image, we use six stars, deriving a PSF FWHM of 3.699
pixels (0 222). We use the median PSF model (as opposed to
the mean model) for all further analysis as this minimizes the
degree of contribution from neighboring sources in the fields of
the individual PSF stars.

GALFIT takes initial values on the position, size, magnitude,
semimajor/semiminor axis ratio, and position angle of a
galaxy. It then convolves the data with the model (incorporat-
ing the empirical PSF) to return the best-fit values for the input
parameters. We model the galaxies with a Sérsic surface
brightness profile (Sersic 1968)

( ) ( [( ) ]) ( )= ´ - -I r I b r rexp 1 , 1e n e
n1

where re is the effective radius that encompasses half of the
galaxy’s light, Ie is the surface brightness at re, n is the Sérsic

Figure 2. GALFIT modeling of the FRB 20220610A host and surrounding galaxies in F606W (top row) and F160W (bottom row). For each filter, we show the original
science image (unsmoothed, left), the GALFIT model (center), and the residual (right). The PSF derived for each filter is shown in the lower left corner of the science
images. In F606W, we fit G1 and G4–G7 with single Sérsic profiles and model G2 with two Sérsic profiles, representing bulge and disk components. In F160W, we fit
G1 with two Sérsic profiles (bulge and disk); the remaining galaxies are modeled with single Sérsic profiles. While possible tidal interaction is visible between G1 and
G5 in both of the science images (left column), this feature is only apparent in the F606W residual. We smooth the F606W residual to highlight this structure.
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index that describes the shape of the light profile (e.g., n= 1 for
an exponential disk, n= 4 for an elliptical de Vaucouleurs
profile), and bn is a variable coupled to n that ensures re
encompasses half of the galaxy’s flux. While we fit G1 with a
single Sérsic component in F606W, we use two Sérsic profiles
in F160W (nominally representing bulge and disk components)
as this produces cleaner residuals. We initialize the bulge and
disk profiles with different effective radii and Sérsic indices to
reflect the expected size and light profiles of the two
components. We then fit the remaining galaxies in each filter
with single Sérsic profiles, with the exception of G2 in the
F606W image, which is similarly modeled as two components
to improve the residual.

We present the results from the GALFIT analysis, including
the values for n and re, in Table 2. The original science images,
GALFIT models, and residuals are shown in Figure 2. While the
science images in both filters show extended emission between
G1 and G5 along the northeast–southwest direction, referred to
here as tidal tails, this structure is only apparent in the F606W
residual. We comment on the implications of these features in
Section 4.2.

3.3. Aperture Photometry

Based on our HST imaging where each galaxy near the
localization region of FRB 20220610A is resolved (Figure 1),
we note that their apparent sizes are 0 08–0 3, smaller than the
size of the PSF in our ground-based VLT and Keck imaging.
Therefore, to estimate accurate fluxes for each separate galaxy
using an aperture smaller than the PSF, we need to implement
aperture corrections within each ground-based image. This
method is ideal for estimating accurate fluxes of unresolved
sources because it allows us to (1) infer an accurate flux of each
source to within the measurement uncertainties of our
photometry and aperture correction, and (2) deblend emission
from galaxies where their separations are close to the PSF size

within each image. Below we describe a procedure for
estimating aperture corrections using a curve-of-growth method
within each ground-based image as well as estimating the flux
from each galaxy.
We first astrometrically tie the HST imaging to the VLT

Rspecial-band imaging as described in Section 2.1. We then
derive the positions of the galaxies using Source Extrac-
tor from the F160W image, where all galaxies are detected
and resolved (listed in Table 2). Next, we verify the astrometric
alignment of the ground-based images by overlaying the galaxy
positions. In the case of the J-band image, the positions were
slightly misaligned, so we used a star in the field to calculate
the offset required to shift the coordinates to the correct
location. We then perform photometry on our HST imaging
and the imaging from Ryder et al. (2023) (see Section 2) at the
HST positions of the galaxies using a custom script that
implements the aperture_photometry module of pho-
tutils (Bradley et al. 2021).18 We use larger aperture sizes
for the space-based images compared to the ground-based
images to reduce the degree of blending.
Next, we estimate the curve of growth using point sources

within each ground-based image and use this to apply an
aperture correction to obtain accurate flux measurements. The
curve of growth represents the fractional encircled flux f (i.e.,
the encircled energy correction) of a typical point source within
the image as a function of the aperture radius (i.e., r in arcsec)
used. Thus, for an aperture radius of a given value, we can
estimate the total flux from an unresolved source by applying
an aperture correction f2.5 log10 . We use several point sources
to estimate the curve of growth, normalizing by the total flux
for that source out to large radii; this is typically r> 3 times the
FWHM, where we would expect to encompass >99.7% of the
light. In this way, we estimate the average value and standard
deviation for the curve of growth at each value of r, which we

Table 2
FRB 20220610A Host and Surrounding Galaxy Properties

Source R.A. Decl. Filter Sérsic Index n re z PATH log(M*/Me) tm SFR0–100 Myr

(J2000) (J2000) (arcsec) (Gyr) (Me yr−1)

1 23:24:17.573 −33:30:49.725 F606W 0.32 0.33 1.017 0.87 9.69 ± 0.11 -
+2.60 0.91

0.61
-
+1.67 0.95

2.41

F160W (disk) 0.55 0.41
F160W (bulge) 1.67 0.26

2 23:24:17.743 −33:30:49.796 F606W (disk) 0.07 0.33 1.017 6.9e-4 9.19a

F606W (bulge) 0.05 0.06
F160W 1.59 0.34

3 23:24:17.744 −33:30:48.982 F160W 2.25 0.25 5.3e-5 8.40a

4 23:24:17.683 −33:30:48.657 F606W 0.39 0.08 1.016b 4.9e-3 7.83a

F160W 1.23 0.20
5 23:24:17.665 −33:30:48.813 F606W 0.09 0.22 1.016b 1.6e-2 8.58a

F160W 1.59 0.27
6 23:24:17.596 −33:30:48.485 F606W 0.04 0.14 1.015 0.11 -

+9.00 0.18
0.16

-
+2.23 1.09

0.85
-
+0.63 0.36

0.98

F160W 0.44 0.08
7 23:24:17.609 −33:30:47.506 F606W 0.06 0.08 1.6e-4 6.10a

F160W 0.01 0.10

Notes. The properties of the host of FRB 20220610A and surrounding galaxies in the F606W and F160W images, with coordinates determined from F160W. The
Sérsic index n and effective radius re are derived from GALFIT. The redshifts were determined via X-Shooter spectroscopy or photo-z modeling with Prospector.
The PATH column denotes the probability posterior P(O|x) for association with the FRB. We list the stellar mass (log(M*/Me)), mass-weighted age (tm), and recent
SFR integrated over the past 100 Myr in lookback time (SFR0−100 Myr) from Prospector.
a Derived via the van der Wel et al. (2014) mass–radius relation (see Section 4.5.1).
b Galaxies 4 and 5 are blended and unable to resolve separately, so we report the redshift of the blended object

18 https://github.com/charliekilpatrick/photometry
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then transform into the aperture correction and uncertainty in
the aperture correction at a given aperture radius. We
emphasize that, in addition to the measurement uncertainties
on the aperture correction itself, the Poisson uncertainties from
the aperture photometry below are also increased by the inverse
of the encircled energy correction 1/f, and propagated.

Finally, we apply our aperture photometry procedure and
curve-of-growth measurement to G1 and G6 for use in
modeling their stellar population properties (see Section 3.4).
For G1, we use a 1″ aperture for the HST imaging and a 0 5
aperture with curve-of-growth corrections for the ground-based
imaging. Similarly for G6, we use a larger 0 4 aperture for the
HST images and a smaller 0 3 aperture for the ground-based
images. We select a source-free region directly to the west of
the host system to estimate the background level via an annulus
at 2 and 8 times the size of the aperture to avoid contamination
from the surrounding galaxies in the FRB 20220610A system.
In cases in which the galaxies are not detected in the imaging,
we derive 3σ upper limits by performing photometry on faint
sources in the field. We then correct the photometric values and
limits for Galactic extinction using the Fitzpatrick & Massa
(2007) extinction law with E(B− V )= 0.0158 derived via the
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) dust map. All photometric
measurements are presented in Table 1. We find detections at
3σ significance for G1 in the g, V, F606W, Rspecial, J, F160W,
and Ks filters and for G6 in the F606W, Rspecial, J, and F160W
filters. All galaxies have 3σ detections in the HST images
except G3 in F606W where it is not detected. We derive upper
limits in each of the remaining photometric bands.

3.4. Stellar Population Modeling

To derive the stellar population properties of G1 and G6, we
use the Bayesian inference code Prospector (Johnson et al.
2021). We initialize the model using the same prior assump-
tions as in Gordon et al. (2023) to fit the nine available bands of
photometry (seven detections, two upper limits) of G1 as
presented in Table 1. We fit all available photometry; the lack
of continuum in the VLT spectra (see Appendix Figure A1 and
Ryder et al. 2023) prohibits inclusion in the fits. The best-fit
model for G1 has a stellar mass of log(M*/Me)= 9.69± 0.11,
a mass-weighted age of tm = -

+2.60 0.91
0.61 Gyr, and a star

formation rate integrated over the past 100Myr of
SFR0−100 Myr = -

+1.67 0.95
2.41 Me yr−1 (68% uncertainties). We

derive a specific star formation rate (star formation rate per unit
stellar mass) of log(sSFR0−100 Myr)=- -

+9.41 0.41
0.44 yr−1. Per the

mass-doubling number criterion from Tacchella et al. (2022),
this galaxy is classified as star forming (based on the specific
star formation rate and the redshift, applied in previous work on
FRB hosts; e.g., Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024; Sharma
et al. 2023). We report the median and 68% confidence
intervals of the stellar population properties in Table 2.

We additionally model the stellar population properties of
G6 as the next most likely host galaxy (albeit at a much lower
P(O|x)). We initialize the G6 model using the four photometric
detections and five upper limits. The best-fit model suggests a
galaxy with log(M*/Me) = -

+9.00 0.18
0.16, tm = -

+2.23 1.09
0.85 Gyr, and

SFR0−100 Myr = -
+0.63 0.36

0.98 Me yr−1. Similar to G1, G6 is
classified as a star-forming galaxy per the Tacchella et al.
(2022) criterion. We report these stellar population properties
in Table 2.

Of the seven sources identified in the HST imaging, the VLT
spectroscopy from Ryder et al. (2023) and this work covers all

except G3. While G3 is possibly at z 0.5 to explain its red
color (see Section 4.2), the lack of additional detections beyond
a single band precludes further inference. G7 is covered in our
new X-shooter spectrum but is too faint to be detected.
Furthermore, it was not detected in enough filters (2/9) to
derive a reliable photometric redshift.

3.5. The Location of FRB 20220610A within Its Host

We first measure the physical offset of FRB 20220610A
with respect to the center of G1 as reported in Table 2. We find
the angular separation between the FRB location and the host
optical center (via the F606W image) is 0 36± 0 71,
corresponding to a projected physical offset of 2.97±
5.86 kpc. The uncertainty in this measurement encompasses
the uncertainties in the host position, absolute astrometry, and
FRB position.19 We also estimate the angular offset in a
different way following the procedure in Mannings et al.
(2021) that incorporates the size of the localization region via a
weighting scheme. First, we calculate a distribution of offsets
within a 3σ localization region centered at the FRB position,
where σ is the uncertainty on the FRB localization. Next, by
weighting each offset with a 2D Gaussian probability
distribution, we derive an average angular offset of
0 70± 0 36, in which the uncertainty is represented by the
standard deviation of the distribution; this is equivalent to a
physical offset of 5.78± 2.97 kpc. The angular offset derived
from the Gaussian weighting is likely inflated by the large FRB
localization uncertainties that introduce a spread in the
distribution. This spread increases the influence of large
offsets, thereby shifting the average away from the central
value of the distribution. However, this weighted offset more
aptly reflects the true value given the size of the
FRB 20220610A localization region.
To quantify the location of FRB 20220610A with respect to

its host’s light distribution, we next estimate the fractional flux
(FF; e.g., Mannings et al. 2021) in the HST images. Fractional
flux values range from 0 to 1, with a value of FF= 1 indicating
the FRB is at the brightest position within the galaxy with
respect to the light distribution. F606W probes rest-frame UV
light at the redshift of FRB 20220610A, and can be interpreted
as tracing recent star formation via hot, young stars. F160W
probes the rest-frame optical light, which physically maps to
older stellar populations, and is thus a proxy for the stellar mass
distribution of the galaxy. Using the methodology developed in
Mannings et al. (2021), we find the fractional flux at the
position of FRB 20220610A to be 0.35± 0.30 in F606W and
0.38± 0.28 in F160W. These values are consistent within the
68% confidence intervals of rest-frame UV and optical
fractional flux for the 10 FRB hosts with HST imaging
analyzed by Mannings et al. (2021). The large uncertainties,
owing mainly to the size of the localization region relative to
the host size, preclude a robust indication that the FRB position
traces the star formation and stellar mass distributions of its
host galaxy. However, it is likely that FRB 20220610A resides
in an average or below average light location compared to the
total distributions in star formation and stellar mass.

19 We note that the “negative” offset as allowed by the uncertainty can be
physically interpreted as the FRB originating to the southeast of the host
nucleus.
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4. Discussion

4.1. The Host of FRB 20220610A as a Member of a Compact
Group

We first explore the large-scale environment of
FRB 20220610A as identified in our HST imaging. The host
galaxy, G1, is proximate to six additional sources within a
radius of ≈16 kpc about the center of the complex, the majority
of which are spectroscopically confirmed to be at near-identical
redshifts. The proximity of the galaxies to each other and their
comparable redshifts suggests membership in a larger system.
Thus, to put the large-scale environment of FRB 20220610A in
the context of similar galaxies at this redshift, we first attempt
to categorize the system.

On the largest and most massive scale we consider galaxy
clusters. These systems encompass total masses (defined as the
combined stellar and dark matter halo mass) of 1014 Me and
span a few Mpc on the sky (Bahcall 1999). At z≈ 1, a galaxy
cluster would have an angular size of 2′, and thus it is not
possible to visually identify an overdensity given the field of
view of our HST imaging. Therefore, we use known galaxy
cluster surveys to determine whether the collection of galaxies
is part of a previously identified, larger-scale cluster. Galaxy
clusters are typically identified via three methods (Oguri et al.
2018): (1) optical identifications of galaxy overdensities with
wide-field surveys, (2) X-ray detections of hot gas between
galaxies, and/or (3) radio/millimeter observations of the
thermal Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (SZ; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972)
effect in which electrons between the galaxies scatter cosmic
microwave background photons via inverse Compton scatter-
ing. Thus, detections of the SZ effect can be used to infer the
presence of galaxy clusters through the hot gas in the
intracluster medium.

However, public optical surveys are limited in either their
redshift reach (z 0.9–1.1; Oguri et al. 2018) or spatial
coverage. Indeed, one of the most promising surveys uses the
8.2m Subaru telescope’s Hyper Suprime-Cam, but unfortu-
nately it does not cover the southern location of
FRB 20220610A (Oguri et al. 2018). We also examine X-ray
sources in the ROSAT All-Sky-Survey (2RXS) within the
ROSAT All-Sky-Survey Multi-Component Matched Filter
catalog of X-ray-selected galaxy clusters (Boller et al. 2016;
Klein et al. 2023). This catalog has a purity of 90%, meaning
90% of the sources identified in the catalog are indeed galaxy
clusters to high probability. While the catalog extends to z≈ 1
and covers the location of FRB 20220610A, there is no
identified source in 2RXS within ≈1° of the FRB 20220610A
system. However, as the majority of sources identified in the
catalog are at z 0.4, the completeness of the survey is poor at
the redshift of FRB 20220610A.

We conclude our cluster search with available SZ-selected
galaxy cluster surveys. Of these, the Planck 2nd Sunyaev–
Zeldovich Source Catalog (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016)
and an SZ-selected cluster survey based on the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope 5th Data Release (ACT DR5; Hilton
et al. 2021) have both the sky and redshift coverage to identify
a cluster associated with FRB 20220610A. The Planck catalog
(which has a purity of 83%–87%) does not identify a cluster
within 20′ of FRB 20220610A, a conservative upper limit on
the size of a galaxy cluster at this redshift. This survey has an
80% total mass completeness limit of ≈7.5× 1014 M500/Me at
z≈ 1, a common mass estimate in the cluster literature

representing the mass within a spherical radius encompassing
500 times the critical density at the cluster’s redshift. Similarly,
no cluster is identified in ACT DR5 within 20′. This survey has
a 90% total mass completeness limit of 3.2× 1014 M500c/Me at
z≈ 1 (where M500c is another way to denote the critical mass
density).
To determine if a galaxy cluster could be identified, we

obtained photometric redshifts of objects in the vicinity of
FRB 20220610A from the DECam Local Volume Exploration
Survey DR2 (DELVE; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2022) and the
Legacy Survey DR10 (Dey et al. 2019). We apply a star–
galaxy classifier on the Legacy data based on the PSF of the
object and its classification in the Gaia survey to select only on
high-probability galaxies. In Figure 3, we show the surround-
ing ≈60″ of the FRB 20220610A system (corresponding to
164 kpc at z= 1.017) with photometric redshifts overlaid.
While this region is not large enough to observe the full extent
of a large cluster at z≈ 1 (as we are limited by the field of view
of the HST imaging), any apparent overdensity in redshifts
would be noticeable on this scale. The DELVE redshifts have
higher precision and all have median values of z 1. The same
is true for the supplemented Legacy catalog redshifts although
their redshift uncertainties are much larger. Overall, we find no
apparent large overdensity of galaxies at z≈ 1, and thus we
conclude there is no obvious sign of a galaxy cluster at this
location.
At smaller masses than galaxy clusters are galaxy groups. As

the FRB 20220610A system is comprised of several galaxies at
comparable redshifts within tens of kiloparsecs, its properties
are instead consistent with those of compact groups (CGs;
Hickson 1982, 1997; Sohn et al. 2016). While CGs have
mainly been studied at low redshift owing to the difficulty in
identifying them (i.e., Hickson 1982; Coenda et al. 2012;
Zheng & Shen 2020), galaxy simulations have shown that the

Figure 3. 60″ × 60″ field of view centered on the FRB 20220610A compact
group (dashed circle) with a 100 kpc transparent gray region about the group
for scale. All available photometric redshifts (median ± 68% confidence),
when filtered for galaxies, from DELVE DR2 are plotted in green and
supplemented with Legacy Survey DR10 redshifts (orange). While individual
redshifts exhibit large uncertainties, the majority of photometric redshifts are at
z  1. This indicates that FRB 20220610A is not likely part of a larger galaxy
cluster, and is instead in a standalone, compact group.
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fraction of galaxies existing in CGs peaks at z≈ 1.0–2 (Wiens
et al. 2019). However, these systems are still rare compared
with typical field galaxies, with only 0.1%–1% of galaxies
residing in compact groups at these redshifts (Díaz-Giménez
et al. 2020). We further comment on the implications of the
host of FRB 20220610A belonging to such an environment in
Section 4.3. Without spectroscopic observations of all galaxies
in a larger field of view, we cannot definitively rule out
membership within a galaxy cluster. However, we find the
scenario of a compact group origin much more likely based on
currently available data.

4.2. The Host in the Context of Field Galaxies

We next contextualize the galactic and large-scale environ-
ment of FRB 20220610A. The lack of FRB hosts in the regime
of z≈ 1 prevents an accurate comparison to that of
FRB 20220610A, as galaxy properties evolve with redshift.
Instead, we leverage deep galaxy surveys to compare the host
of FRB 20220610A to field galaxies at comparable redshifts to
assess whether it traces galaxy properties in the same way as
the low-z FRB host population. We compare to field galaxies at
z∼ 1 from the COSMOS sample (Laigle et al. 2016) whose
stellar population properties were derived with Prospector
with similar prior assumptions to our work, thus enabling a
direct comparison mainly free of systematic differences due to
modeling (Leja et al. 2020). We construct a distribution of
COSMOS galaxies with redshifts±0.05 about the host redshift
of z= 1.017, resulting in a sample of 3976 field galaxies.
We find the stellar population properties of this sample have
medians and 68% confidence intervals of log(M*/ ) =M

-
+9.14 0.47

0.96, = -
+t 2.51m 0.53

0.52, and SFR – = -
+0.730 100 Myr 0.54

2.86. Within
the uncertainties, the stellar population properties of the host
of FRB 20220610A are consistent with the field galaxy
population.

In Figure 4, we consider the host’s placement relative to
these COSMOS field galaxies at similar redshifts on the star-
forming main sequence (SFMS) in the stellar mass–star
formation rate (SFR) parameter space. Previous studies
(Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024; Law et al. 2023) have

performed similar analyses by comparing the location of FRB
host galaxies relative to the SFMS against a background
sample of field galaxies from the COSMOS sample. These
works found that most FRB hosts at z 0.5 trace the SFMS.
Similar to the low-z FRB hosts, we find that the host of
FRB 20220610A falls on the SFMS (Figure 4), implying that it
is forming stars at a similar rate to galaxies of comparable
stellar mass at its redshift. We note, however, that it is slightly
more massive than the majority of star-forming galaxies in this
redshift range. In the absence of a conclusive star formation
history (SFH) derived for the host (as the signal-to-noise of the
data results in large uncertainties in the star formation rate in
each age bin), we indirectly compare the SFH to the sample of
field galaxies using the log(sSFR0–100 Myr)–tm parameter space
(see Gordon et al. 2023). These parameters are moments of the
SFH and serve as a proxy to a direct SFH comparison. We find
the host of FRB 20220610A traces the COSMOS field galaxies
in this parameter space as well.
Finally, we compare the mass-weighted age (tm) versus

redshift of the host of FRB 20220610A with other FRB hosts
from the literature against COSMOS field galaxies in Figure 5
(data from Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024). As redshift
increases, the evolution from large to small absolute ages is a
reflection of the galaxy population becoming younger at higher
redshifts; in other words, if the mass-weighted age was
normalized by the Hubble time at each redshift, this relation
would be flat. Overall, we find that FRB hosts at all redshifts
follow this field galaxy trend.

4.3. The Host in the Context of Compact Group Galaxies and
Progenitor Implications

The discovery of FRB 20220610A in a compact galaxy
group marks a novel environment for FRBs. As highly dense
structures with low velocity dispersions, CGs are ideal sites for
ongoing mergers and rapid galaxy interactions (Mamon 1992).
The frequency of CGs at z≈ 1 is predicted to be more abundant
than at z≈ 0 (Hartsuiker & Ploeckinger 2020). However, CG

Figure 4. The star formation rate (integrated over the last 0–100 Myr) vs.
stellar mass parameter space denoting the star-forming main sequence (SFMS).
The host of FRB 20220610A (cyan diamond) is plotted against field galaxies
from the COSMOS survey spanning 0.9 � z � 1.1 (Laigle et al. 2016; Leja
et al. 2020). The host galaxy traces the SFMS, indicating it is actively star
forming.

Figure 5.Mass-weighted age vs. redshift for all FRB hosts with reported mass-
weighted ages (Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik et al. 2024) against COSMOS and 3D-
HST (Skelton et al. 2014; Leja et al. 2020) field galaxies. FRB hosts trace the
age of typical galaxies in the Universe across redshift, and the host of
FRB 20220610A follows this trend. We represent repeaters with stars and
nonrepeaters with squares and color the FRB hosts by their degree of star
formation per Tacchella et al.ʼs (2022) mass-doubling number classification
(e.g., their Equation (2)). The overdensity in the COSMOS field galaxies at
z ≈ 0.7 is a product of the redshift range shown.
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galaxies comprise 1% of all galaxies out to at least z≈ 2
(Wiens et al. 2019; Díaz-Giménez et al. 2020), making this a
fairly rare and noteworthy host environment. The large
majority of observational CG studies are at low redshifts of
z 0.2. These studies find that CG galaxies generally exhibit
redder colors, older stellar population ages, and are more
morphologically compact compared to systems in less dense
environments such as field galaxies (Deng et al. 2008; Coenda
et al. 2012; Sohn et al. 2015; Montaguth et al. 2023), seemingly
at odds with a young stellar progenitor. However, at higher
redshifts (toward z≈ 2), galaxies are more gas-rich and tidal
interactions between galaxies can trigger bursts of star
formation (Pearson et al. 2019). Indeed, we find a “bridge”
of diffuse material between the host of FRB 20220610A and
other galaxies within the group (e.g., G4 and G5) in both the
F606W and F160W filters (Figure 1, although only present in
the F606W residual, denoted in Figure 2), possibly indicative
of a past or ongoing merger. This is commensurate with the
large majority of CGs having at least one interacting pair
(Mendes de Oliveira & Hickson 1994). Thus, the existence of
FRB 20220610A in a compact group with signs of interaction
could indicate its progenitor was associated with a fairly recent,
young population of stars.

4.4. A Comparison to Nonrepeating and Galaxy Cluster FRB
Hosts

As FRB 20220610A is an apparent nonrepeater, we next
investigate how it compares to the hosts of other nonrepeaters.
While no statistically significant differences have been found
between the host galaxies of repeaters and apparent non-
repeaters, the latter tend to occur in more massive and luminous
galaxies than repeaters (Bhandari et al. 2022; Gordon et al.
2023). The fraction of transitioning and quiescent nonrepeater
host galaxies also appears to be larger than repeaters, with all
quiescent hosts and the majority of transitioning hosts to date
associated with nonrepeaters (Gordon et al. 2023; Law et al.
2023; Sharma et al. 2023). However, these less active galaxies
comprise a minority of the nonrepeating (and thus overall) FRB
host population; indeed, the large majority of nonrepeating
host galaxies are star forming, aligning with the host of
FRB 20220610A.

To compare the host of FRB 20220610A to the larger FRB
host population, we compare their optical luminosities with the
redshift-evolving galaxy luminosity function (characterized by
the characteristic luminosity L

*

in a Schechter galaxy
luminosity function; Schechter 1976). In Figure 6, we plot
the r-band or R-band apparent AB magnitude versus redshift
for the host of FRB 20220610A and 42 FRB hosts with such
data (Ravi 2019; Ravi et al. 2023a; Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik
et al. 2024; Law et al. 2023; Lee-Waddell et al. 2023; Panther
et al. 2023). In the single case of FRB 20190102C, we use the I
band as r/R-band data were not available. We then plot curves
corresponding to L

*

, 0.1 L
*

, and 0.01 L
*

galaxies, in which the
values evolve with redshift but always correspond to the rest-
frame r band (Brown et al. 2001; Wolf et al. 2003; Willmer
et al. 2006; Reddy & Steidel 2009; Finkelstein et al. 2015;
Heintz et al. 2020). Nearly all nonrepeating FRB hosts are
0.1 L

*

, with the majority close to the L
*

curve. The lack of
observed fainter hosts could be intrinsic to the population, or
possibly an observational bias given that it is easier to detect
bright galaxies and subsequently associate them with FRBs.
The host of FRB 20220610A is consistent with a luminosity of

∼0.1 L
*

, which is on the faint end of the observed luminosity
function for nonrepeating FRB hosts, but still consistent with
the larger nonrepeater population.
To date, FRB 20220610A is the fourth FRB associated with a

dense galactic environment. It joins FRBs 20220509G and
20220914A, which were discovered by the Deep Synoptic Array
(DSA-110; Ravi et al. 2023a) and localized to hosts in the galaxy
clusters A2311 and 2310, respectively (Connor et al. 2023;
Sharma et al. 2023), and FRB 20200320A, a CHIME candidate
repeater in the vicinity of several WISE×SCOS galaxies but
with a large localization region (Rafiei-Ravandi et al. 2023). As
these FRBs occurred in a much lower redshift regime (with all
three at z 0.3), we cannot compare their stellar population
properties directly, but we note several interesting similarities.
First, all three are apparent nonrepeaters. Second, two of the
three (FRB 20220610A and FRB 20220914A) are actively star
forming, tracing the star-forming main sequence when compared
to other galaxies at their redshift. As galaxies within clusters and
groups tend to be redder and more quiescent than field galaxies,
especially at low redshifts, (Balogh et al. 1998, 2004; Coenda
et al. 2012), it is notable that these FRBs occurred in star-
forming galaxies, seemingly irrespective of the trends of the
large-scale environment in which the galaxies reside. However,
FRB 20220509G was localized to a quiescent galaxy, indicating
a diversity of global environments within this subpopulation.
While the fraction of FRBs confirmed to originate from

galaxy clusters and groups is small (three out of ≈50 FRB hosts
to date; this work; Connor et al. 2023; Sharma et al. 2023), it
would be notable if this fraction increases as the number of
localized hosts increases, especially at high redshift where the
fraction of star-forming galaxies is higher (Whitaker et al. 2012).
Galaxy clusters are much more prevalent at low redshift, as these
structures take time to form (Springel et al. 2018), so it is not
surprising that the two cluster associations are at low redshift.
However, observational biases may dissuade association with
such environments at all redshifts. First, the gas between the
galaxies can contribute to the DM (Section 4.5), and there is
more limited sensitivity of experiments to high-DM FRBs
(i.e., Figure 4 of Ryder et al. 2023). Second, thus far, only

Figure 6. r-band AB magnitude vs. redshift for published FRB host galaxies
with available data (Ravi 2019; Ravi et al. 2023a; Gordon et al. 2023; Ibik
et al. 2024; Law et al. 2023; Lee-Waddell et al. 2023; Panther et al. 2023). We
represent repeaters with purple stars, nonrepeaters with orange squares, and
FRB 20220610A with a cyan square. We plot the tracks of L

*

, 0.1 L
*

, and
0.01 L

*

galaxies in this parameter space. While the majority of z  0.5 FRB
hosts trace L

*
galaxies, the host of FRB 20220610A traces 0.1 L

*
galaxies.
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nonrepeating FRBs have been discovered in these environments;
if this trend continues, the absence of repeats may make it more
difficult to reliably obtain subarcsecond localizations. Finally, at
higher redshifts, it is clear that the resolution of HST is required
to resolve close galaxy systems or pairs, which will be an
observational challenge as the number of z 1 FRBs increases.
While these associations with dense, galactic environments may
be more difficult, FRBs in these environments act as unique
probes of the intragroup (IGrM) or intracluster (ICM) media.
Additional associations will also be useful to understand if large-
scale environment plays a role in the FRB progenitor.

4.5. The Effect of a Compact Galaxy Group Origin on FRB
Properties

We next investigate the likely effect of a compact galaxy
group origin on FRB properties and comment on if this is
reflected in the observed properties of FRB 20220610A. The
IGrM is expected to be a multiphase medium composed of very
hot (∼107 K), warm (∼105–106 K), and cool (�105 K) gas
(Oppenheimer et al. 2021). It cools primarily via line emission
as opposed to bremsstrahlung radiation as in the ICM (Lovisari
et al. 2021; Oppenheimer et al. 2021). Given that it is ionized, it
should contribute to the observed FRB DM in a similar manner
to the ICM in galaxy clusters (Prochaska & Zheng 2019). If it
also contains a significant ordered magnetic field, this ionized
medium would contribute to the observed rotation measure
(RM). Finally, if the IGrM is sufficiently turbulent, it would
additionally contribute to multipath propagation that could be
observed via temporal broadening of the FRB pulse (i.e.,
scattering), scintillation, or depolarization. We treat each of
these possibilities in turn in the following subsections.

4.5.1. Can Intragroup Gas Account for the Excess DM?

The total observed DM of an FRB (DMFRB) is made up of
contributions from the Milky Way, the cosmic web and
intervening galaxy halos, and the host galaxy, i.e.,

( )= + +
+ z

DM DM DM
DM

1
. 2FRB MW cosmic

host

host

DMMW=DMMW,ISM+DMMW,halo can be estimated from
maps of the electron distribution in the Milky Way and
assumptions on the Milky Way dark matter halo. DMcosmic

encompasses gas in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) from
potential intervening halos and the diffuse intergalactic medium
(IGM); the mean value can be estimated via the Macquart
relation (Macquart et al. 2020). The remaining DM is attributed
to ionized material in and around the host galaxy via
DMhost/(1+ zhost). While the size of the DMhost contribution
must depend on the nature and orientation of the host galaxy,
the location of the FRB within it, and the presence of any dense
circumburst medium, studies to date have often assumed that
DMhost can be approximated by a constant value (e.g.,
Macquart et al. 2010) or drawn from a single distribution
(e.g., James et al. 2022b). Furthermore, if the FRB host is
located in a galaxy cluster or group, the corresponding ICM
and/or IGrM contributions would also contribute to the
DMhost/(1+ zhost) term.

There have been several FRBs whose extragalactic DMs
(i.e., all components outside of the Milky Way) are
anomalously high compared to the value of DMcosmic inferred

from the Macquart relation; these are often referred to as “DM-
excess” sources (e.g., Niu et al. 2022; Simha et al. 2023).
Indeed, FRB 20220610A is one of these “DM-excess” FRBs.
One possible explanation for these sources is a larger than
assumed value for DMhost. Indeed, there is precedent for
attributing excess DM to the ICM in the the case of
FRB 20220914A, which was localized to a galaxy cluster.
Connor et al. (2023) attribute most of the excess DM to the
ICM. However, the ICM DM contribution is larger than any
expected DM contribution from the IGrM owing to the much
larger masses of galaxy clusters over groups.
For FRB 20220610A, Ryder et al. (2023) measured a DMFRB

of 1458 pc cm−3. We assume a total DMMW of -
+71 35

25 pc cm−3,
where DMMW,ISM contributes 31± 6 pc cm−3 and DMMW,halo

contributes -
+40 34

24 pc cm−3. We derive DMMW,ISM from NE2001
(Cordes & Lazio 2002) and assume an uncertainty on this value of
20% (Simha et al. 2023). The median DMMW,halo is motivated
from Prochaska & Zheng (2019); we derive the upper limit from
FRB measurements by Cook et al. (2023) and Ravi et al. (2023b)
and the lower limit from models by Keating & Pen (2020). We
note that the limits on DMMW,halo represent the spread of possible
values and are not true 1σ uncertainties. Following Ryder et al.
(2023), we assume a = -

+DM 805cosmic 105
270 pc cm−3(median and

68% confidence interval) at a redshift of z= 1.016± 0.002.
Accounting for these components, this sight line is in excess by

-
+582 120

271 pc cm−3. If this arose entirely from the host galaxy (i.e.,
= -

+DM 1174host 242
547 pc cm−3 in the rest frame), FRB 20220610A

would have the most extreme host DM contribution to date,
a factor of 2 higher than the next highest value (for FRB
20190520B; Lee et al. 2023; Simha et al. 2023).
With FRB 20220610A now confirmed to reside in a compact

group of galaxies, the IGrM could potentially provide a natural
explanation for at least some of the excess DM.20 To estimate
DMIGrM, we must first make assumptions on the spatial
distribution of the ionized gas in the IGrM. Since our
spectroscopic data are limited in resolution and do not
encompass every galaxy in the group, we cannot estimate the
velocity dispersion of the group members to infer the group
virial mass. Instead, we derive a rough estimate of DMIGrM by
assuming a dark matter halo mass based on the combined
stellar masses of the galaxies. We first estimate the stellar
masses for all galaxies using the van der Wel et al. (2014)
mass–radius relation, assuming z= 1.017 and the GALFIT
effective radii measurements in the F160W filter. Using the
methods described in Nugent et al. (2024), we take the highest
likelihood mass as the stellar mass of the galaxy; these values
are reported in Table 2. For G1 and G6, we instead use the
Prospector-derived stellar mass estimates as described in
Section 3.4. Next, we use the abundance-matching based
stellar-to-halo-mass ratio (SHMR) from Moster et al. (2013) to
convert the stellar masses of the galaxies to halo mass
estimates. We assume the group halo mass is a simple sum
of the individual halo mass estimates, i.e., ≈1012Me. Then,
following Simha et al. (2023) and Lee et al. (2023), we assume
the plasma in the IGrM follows a modified Navarro–Frenk–
White (NFW) profile with y0= 2 and α= 2 that extends to 2
virial radii (see Prochaska & Zheng 2019 for a mathematical
description of the model). We further assume the ionized
fraction of the baryons within the group, fgas, is 0.6. Our

20 However, due to the scatter in DMcosmic at this redshift, we note the sight
line could account for some of the excess DM, which is encapsulated in our
uncertainties on this value.
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choices for these model parameters are justified by the work of
Khrykin et al. (2024), who investigated the partition of baryons
in halos and the diffuse IGM.

We estimate a fiducial contribution of DMIGrM to the observed
FRB DM by assuming the FRB is at the center of the halo gas
profile. This results in DMIGrM≈ 45 pc cm−3 in the observer
frame and 90 pc cm−3 in the rest frame. If the FRB were located at
the far outer edge of the halo and intersected the halo diameter, at
most, DMIGrM could contribute ≈90 pc cm−3, or 182 pc cm−3 in
the rest frame. If instead the FRB was offset from the center, the
sight line would intersect a smaller portion of the halo and yield a
commensurately lower DMIGrM. Thus, we assume a fiducial
contribution of DMIGrM= 67± 22 pc cm−3 to the IGrM (or
135± 44 pc cm−3 in the rest frame). We calculate the resulting
excess DM as -

+515 272
122 pc cm−3 in the observed frame (or

-
+1039 246

549 in the rest frame), estimating the uncertainties via
Gaussian error propagation on all preceding DM components. We
provide a visual guide for the relative contributions of these
components in Figure 7. We pause briefly to note that our choice
of y0 and α values in the modified NFW profile is justified as in
Prochaska & Zheng (2019). Our values yield a profile similar to
that of Maller & Bullock (2004), who took into consideration
hydrodynamical relaxation of gas predicted by numerical work
along with metal line cooling. Also, this model yields DM values
similar to the combined warm and hot phase gas profile described
by Faerman et al. (2017) from synthesizing various Milky Way
halo measurements. Increasing either y0 or α decreases the
DMIGrM estimate, e.g., choosing y0= 4 and α= 2 as considered
in Prochaska & Zheng (2019) decreases DMIGrM by ∼30%.

There are two possible scenarios to explain the remaining
excess DM: (1) the majority of the excess DM must be accounted
for by the remaining components of DMhost, i.e., the circumburst
environment and/or the host interstellar medium (ISM); or (2)
there are significant foreground structures along the sight line,
meaning DMcosmic is much greater than the average value inferred
from the Macquart relation (as was the case for FRB 20190520B;
Lee et al. 2023).21 Unless a comprehensive assessment of

the foreground line of sight (e.g., Lee et al. 2023; Simha
et al. 2023) indicates an unusually dense sight line to
FRB 20220610A, the substantial excess DM must reside within
the host galaxy. Thus, further follow-up with line-of-sight
foreground mapping will be required to disentangle these
scenarios and place constraints on the properties of, and
contributions from, the IGrM. At the same time, a more robust
analysis of the DMIGrM could be performed with redshifts of all
the galaxies in the system. Space-based integral field unit
spectroscopy with e.g., JWST, would be a promising pathway
for more detailed analysis.

4.5.2. Revisiting the Rotation Measure

The RM can be used to probe the magnetoionic environment
of the FRB, and when combined with the DM, can place
constraints on the magnetic fields of the host galaxy. The now-
measured presence of an IGrM (which alters the DM budget for
the host ISM and circumburst medium) invites the RM budget
of FRB 20220610A to be revisited.
As the IGM is not expected to contribute significantly to the

RM (Mannings et al. 2023), the measured RM of an FRB
(neglecting the Earth’s ionospheric contribution of a few
rad m−2 and the small Milky Way contribution) can be
attributed mainly to the host galaxy. However, in the case of
intervening galaxy clusters or groups (either line of sight or
local to the FRB), the ICM or IGrM could contribute
measurably to the observed RM (Connor et al. 2023; Sherman
et al. 2023).
The rest-frame RMhost of FRB 20220610A is 860 rad m−2

(Ryder et al. 2023), a factor of 5 higher than the median rest-
frame |RMhost| of the nonrepeating FRB population (163.91
rad m−2; data from Mannings et al. 2023; Sherman et al. 2023)
and a factor of 36 higher than the median rest-frame |RMhost| of
the repeating FRB population22 (24.2 rad m−2; data from
Mannings et al. 2023). When combined, the DM and RM probe

Figure 7. The DM budget of FRB 20220610A composed of DMMW,ISM (blue), DMMW,Halo (green), DMcosmic (yellow), DMIGrM/(1 + zIGrM) (red), and DMhost/
(1 + zhost) (pink), all in the observed frame. We assume 20% uncertainties on the MW ISM (Simha et al. 2023), and take zIGrM = zhost = 1.017. The shaded portions of
the bars represent the uncertainties on the measurements. We find DMIGrM/(1 + zIGrM) can account for 67 ± 22 pc cm−3, leaving an excess DM of -

+515 272
122 pc cm−3.

21 We note a combination of these scenarios is additionally plausible.

22 We note the range of the repeating FRB RMs is significantly larger than that
of nonrepeaters due to the extreme RM of FRB 20121102A, which, while
varying, has been measured to be as large as 1.6 × 105 rad m−2 (Hilmarsson
et al. 2021).
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the magnetic field along the line of sight via

( ) m=B 1.23 G
RM

DM
. 3

If the RM originates in plasma at the redshift of the burst host
(either in the circumburst medium, the host galaxy ISM, or in the
IGrM), this would correspond to a (electron-density-weighted)
mean magnetic field strength parallel to the line of sight of
B∥= 0.901 μG, assuming a DMexcess+IGrM of 1174 pc cm−3. This
magnetic field strength is typical for pulsar lines of sight through
the Milky Way ISM (Ryder et al. 2023), but is larger than
expected for the diffuse IGrM (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2019
calculate an upper limit of <0.8 μG for the host halo of
FRB 20181112A). Combined with the fact that the IGrM
contributes only a minority of the DM excess, we conclude that
it could only contribute a majority of the RM if the B∥ in the IGrM
was considerably larger than expectations. Without an indepen-
dent constraint on RMIGrM, we cannot further separate B∥,host and
B∥,IGrM, but it is reasonable to assume that while both locations
contribute to the total B∥, the host ISM dominates.

4.5.3. Multipath Propagation

Given the new observations, we can also revisit the origin of
the scatter broadening of the FRB. Ryder et al. (2023)
estimated the scatter broadening of FRB 20220610A to be
1.88± 0.02 ms. For an equivalent column of dispersion, the
strength of the scatter broadening is approximately 3 orders of
magnitude lower than that of the Milky Way ISM (Bhat et al.
2004) after correcting for the redshift of the scattering plasma,
differences in geometry between Milky Way lines of sight, and
the ISM of the host galaxy. Thus, comparison of the pulse
scattering to the inferred electron density favors plasma close to
the FRB progenitor as the source of the scattering.

While DMIGrM is a minority of the total inferred DMhost, the
geometrical lever arm effect of locating it farther from the FRB
progenitor means that if this plasma was equally turbulent to a
typical ISM sight line, it could nevertheless dominate the
observed scattering. However, observations of other FRBs that
have probed halo sight lines inferred very low levels of
turbulence that would contribute negligibly to the observed
scattering (Prochaska et al. 2019). If, however, the IGrM does
contribute appreciably to the measured scattering, this would
further strengthen the argument that dense plasma in the host
galaxy must reside close to the FRB progenitor, as has been
inferred for other FRB systems (Ocker et al. 2023).

In summary, if subsequent observations show no overdensity
of foreground structures along the line of sight and a large
excess DM is associated with the host galaxy, it likely
originates in plasma close to the FRB progenitor. However, this
plasma only produces moderate scattering and Faraday rotation
and does not exhibit frequency-dependent depolarization
(Ryder et al. 2023). Taken together, these properties are
consistent with a dense circumburst medium similar to those
inferred for repeating FRBs that exhibit DM excesses, but less
magnetoionically active than inferred for those sources.
Alternatively, the host galaxy ISM could be (very) significantly
less turbulent than the Milky Way’s ISM. Of course, if the
DMhost budget is significantly reduced because DMcosmic is
found to be higher due to foreground structures, the dominant
locations of the scattering (and Faraday rotation) would have to
be revisited.

5. Conclusions

We have presented two-filter HST imaging of the host of
FRB 20220610A, the FRB with the most distant confirmed
host to date. These observations reveal a previously unresolved
complex composed of at least seven sources within a region of
radius 16 kpc, two of which were too faint to be detected in
ground-based imaging. In the context of the HST imaging, we
revisit previous VLT spectroscopy and determine spectroscopic
redshifts for at least four of the galaxies at z≈ 1. Owing to their
similar redshifts and the lack of clear evidence for a larger-scale
galaxy cluster, we identify the galaxies as members of a
compact group. We come to the following conclusions:

1. We identify the galaxy coincident with the FRB, G1, as
the most likely host of FRB 20220610A. The next most
likely host galaxy (G6) is a factor of ∼8 less probable.
We measure the redshift of the host to be z= 1.017.

2. We use spectral energy distribution modeling to deter-
mine the stellar population properties of the host galaxy
and derive a stellar mass of log(M*/Me)= 9.69± 0.11, a
mass-weighted age of tm = -

+2.60 0.91
0.61 Gyr, and a star

formation rate integrated over the past 100Myr of
SFR0–100 Myr = -

+1.67 0.95
2.41 Me yr−1. These properties

designate the host as a star-forming galaxy.
3. The host galaxy properties are consistent with the star-

forming field galaxy population at z∼ 1 in stellar mass,
star formation rate, star formation history, and mass-
weighted age. However, the host is slightly more massive
than star-forming field galaxies at its redshift.

4. Comparing the host of FRB 20220610A to the hosts of
nonrepeating FRBs (the large majority of which reside at
z 0.5), we find that it traces field galaxy properties
analogously to the low-z FRB host population. However,
while most low-z hosts have luminosities around the
characteristic luminosity of the galaxy luminosity func-
tion (L

*

), the host of FRB 20220610A is on the fainter
end of the luminosity function at ∼0.1 L

*

.
5. The HST imaging reveals potential signs of interaction

between the host and other galaxy group members, which
are thought to trigger bursts of star formation in these
physically dense systems. Coupled with its existence in a
star-forming galaxy, this could indicate that the progeni-
tor of FRB 20220610A is associated with a fairly recent
population of stars.

6. In light of the compact group origin, we examine the
intragroup medium as the source of the excess DM. Our
fiducial estimate of DMIGrM can account for 67±
22 pc cm−3 in the observed frame (135± 44 pc cm−3 in
the rest frame). Thus, we conclude the IGrM is a minority
contributor to the host DM, leaving an excess DM of

-
+515 272

122 pc cm−3 in the observed frame ( -
+1039 246

549 pc cm−3

in the rest frame).
7. The excess DM likely originates from either (1) the

immediate circumburst environment to the FRB progeni-
tor and/or (2) significant foreground structures along the
line of sight, or (3) a combination of the two. Further
follow-up with line-of-sight foreground mapping will be
required to disentangle these scenarios.

8. The magnetic fields along the line of sight are unlikely to
be dominated by the IGrM but rather by the host ISM.
However, without an independent constraint on RMIGrM,
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we cannot further separate the magnetic field contribu-
tions of the IGrM and the host galaxy.

FRB 20220610A marks the fourth FRB associated with a
dense, large-scale environment and is the first at z 0.3,
providing a benchmark event for the field. Furthermore, it is the
first confirmed z≈ 1 FRB to be localized to its host galaxy.
Upgrades to current FRB detection facilities and new
experiments have been coming online that are increasing the
sensitivity to fainter, high-DM FRBs. Thus, we expect the
z 1 FRB host population to increase steadily over the next
few years. This population will provide crucial context for the
host of FRB 20220610A and enable studies of the evolution of
FRB and host properties over cosmic time by bridging this
population to those at low z. To provide an unambiguous
association to their host galaxies, the localizations of z 1
FRBs must be 0 5. Larger samples of FRB host galaxies will
be required to quantify the frequency of subpopulations, such
as those associated with dense, large-scale environments, and
the resulting implications for the FRB progenitor(s), their
formation channels, and their usage as probes of the cosmic
web. This is especially crucial for hosts that are not
immediately detected or easily characterized in existing
archival imaging, as these “outliers” can place strong
constraints on the nature of the FRB progenitor(s).
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Appendix
Emission Line Identification

Ryder et al. (2023) obtained two spectra with VLT/X-shooter
(PI: Macquart, Program 105.204W.004; Vernet et al. 2011), one
at a position angle of 45° and the second at 90°, to determine if
the objects identified in the ground-based imaging belonged to
one galaxy or three (i.e., Figure 2 of Ryder et al. 2023). Through
detections of the [O II] λ3726Å, 3729Å doublet and Hα, the
redshift of the three clumps was established at 1.016± 0.002;
one of the interpretations is that the clumps belonged to a single
galaxy.
As briefly described in Section 3.1, we overlaid the slit

orientations on the HST imaging to determine the redshifts of
the galaxies that are now resolved. The spectrum at PA= 90°
covered the location of G1 and G2, and the PA= 45° spectrum
covered G1, G4, and G5. The centers of G1 and G2 are
separated by 2 17, which translates to a separation of
6.73 pixels at the pixel scale and binning of the X-shooter
data. We additionally use an unrelated object that serendipi-
tously aligned with the slit to further verify the galaxy
locations. We identify the [O II]λ3726, 3729Å doublet at the
expected location of G1 and G2, with redshifts of z= 1.017.
G1 and G4 are separated by 1 74 (5.51 pixels); G1 and G5 are
separated by 1 47 (4.65 pixels). Via identification of the [O II]
doublet, we again confirm G1 to be at z= 1.017, while G4 and
G5 are consistent with z= 1.016 (they are not resolved into two
components in the spectra).
We obtained a third X-shooter spectrum covering the

positions of G1, G6, and G7 to identify the redshift of G6
(and, if possible, G7). G1 and G6 are separated by 1 27,
corresponding to a separation of 4.03 pixels in the X-shooter
spectrum. We identify the [O II] doublet at the expected
location of G1 and G6 and find no evidence of a detection of
G7. Assuming the object at z= 1.017 is G1, we establish the
redshift of G6 to be at z= 1.015. We show the 2D spectra
centered on the [O II]λ3726, 3729Å doublet as well as their
positions on the sky overlaid on the F160W image in
Figure A1.
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